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The exposure is dedicated in the first to mathematical modeling of the environment where the aspects on the walking robots evolution 
models are described. The environment’s mathematical model is defined through the models of kinematics or dynamic systems in the 
general case of systems that depend on parameters. The important property of the dynamic system evolution models that approach the 
phenomenon from the environment is property of separation between stable and unstable regions from the free parameters domain of the 
system. Some mathematical conditions that imply the separation of stable regions from the free parameters domain of the system are 
formulated.  In the second part is described our idea on walking robot kinematics and dynamic models with aspects exemplified on walk-
ing robot leg. An inverse method for identification of possible critical positions of the walking robot leg is established. 
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1. Introduction 
The first part of the exposure is referred to mathematical modeling 
of the environment where the walking robots evolution models are 
assumed. The models of kinematics or dynamic system in the 
general case of systems that depend on parameters assure, by its 
properties, the mathematical characterization of the environment. 
Any system is expressed in terms of relevant parameters as geo-
metrical parameters, physical parameters (in particular mechanical 
parameters), possible chemical, biological, economical, etc, [1-6, 
10-12].  
The important property of the dynamic system evolution models 
that approach the phenomenon from the environment is property 
of separation between stable and unstable regions from the free 
parameters domain of the system. This property is proposed that 
define the environment’s mathematical model.  
The mathematical conditions on the linear dynamic system matrix 
components that assure the separation between stable and unstable 
regions from the free parameters domain of the system are formu-
lated [7-9].   
In the second part of the exposure is described our walking robot 
evolution kinematics model and corresponding dynamic model 
with application on particular case of walking robot leg.  
An inverse method for identification of possible critical positions 
of the walking robot is established. The link between mathemati-
cal model of the dynamic system walking robot and corresponding 
kinematics system mathematical model is emphasized [1-3, 13-
16].  
The problem analyzed by kinematics walking robot model that can 
be analyzed as problem in dynamic walking robot model having 
similar results, is also underlined. 
2. On the environment’s mathematical model  
The mathematical property that one can remark on all dynamic 
systems models from the literature, which approaches the envi-
ronment phenomena, is separation property between stable and 
unstable regions on the free parameters domain [2, 3, 9]. We have 
formulated, for the first time, the sufficient conditions needed on 
the functions that defined the dynamic system, which assure the 
separation between stable and unstable regions on the free pa-
rameters domain [9]. 
In the following we mention the extended our conditions on the 
matrix  of functions that defines the autonomous linear dynamic 
system or “first approximation” of nonlinear dynamic system that 
allow the separation of the stable regions on the parameters do-
main. 
Theorem on separation:  
If the autonomous linear dynamic system defined by the matrix A, 
has the continuous on piecewise components of the matrix as 
functions on dynamic system free parameters and is assured that 
the eigenvalue functions of the matrix A are also continuous on 
piecewise, then these conditions allow the separation between 
stable and unstable regions of the dynamic system in the parame-
ters domain [17-20].   
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Remark: 
For the kinematics models of systems that depend on parameters, 
the property of separation is formulated on existence and inexist-
ence regions in the domain on free parameters. This case is ana-
lyzed through our application on walking robot leg model. 
3.  Physical and mathematical models of the 
walking robot leg 
In the following we firstly describe our physical and mathematical 
model on the kinematics of walking robot leg, with physical mod-
el of the robot leg defined by a “pivot point”  attached to the robot 
body and two components   and  jointed in  point  denoted “knee 
joint” of the leg and the point  , denoted “base point” of the leg, 
which are moved in vertical plane (Fig. 1). 
The point  P , in the case of fixed pivot point, describes a circle 
arc route in a cycled evolution of the robot leg and the base 
point  Q  is assumed that describes a close route compounded 
from the superior ellipse arc  B AQ Q  with semi axes length 
 ,  a b  and with point  EO  centre of the ellipse, and closure of 
the leg evolution cycle by horizontal segment  A BQ Q  traversed 




Fig.1. Physical model of the walking robot leg 
The orthogonal system of coordinates and parameters signification 
are identified from the coordinates on the figure points:
1 P ( , ),  ( , ), ( ,y ), ( , ), ( ,0),t E P Q Q A AB a h O a b P x Q x y Q x  
,  ( ,0)B BQ x .  
The points * AP and
* BP  define the extremities of the maximal 
domain on circle arc where the knee joint P  is moving because in 
these points, geometrical identified by the property that the seg-
ments * * A AP Q  and
* * B BP Q  are normally on the ellipse arc, the 
direction of movement is changed.  
The positions * AP  and
* BP  of the knee joint, identified by us on 
the particular case of figure 1, are named by us the critical points 
from the leg evolution.  
In other cases of robot leg with fixed pivot point, defined by the 
values of the geometrical parameters or in cases where the pivot 
point is moved in the walking robot evolution, is important to 
search the possible existence of the knee joint critical positions 
where the direction of movement is changed and where the speed 
of the knee joint must to be zero for the continuous evolution of 
the knee joint [8].     
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1( ) ( ) 0. ; ( ) / ( ) / 1.P Qx a y h a x a a y b b          (1) 
 
The mathematical model deduced from the physical model, sug-
gested by the particular case represented in figure 1, is defined 
through two formulas described by the equations (1).  
Between the parameters’ values, are assumed 
condtions 1 0;  2a b b a h     where a  and  b  are semi 
axes of the ellipse.  
Explicit functions generated by (1) are presented in equations (2). 
2 1/ 2 2 1/ 2
1(2 )  ;   /  (2 )P Qy h ax x y b a ax x b       
(2) 
Let  ( , )P PP x y  and  ( , )Q QQ x y  be points on the circle arc 
respectively on the ellipse arc for one leg position from the evolu-
tion. The condition on the distance  PQ , namely the rela-
tion 2 2 2P ( ) ( ) 0.Q P Qx x y y a     is imposed.  The 
uniform linear evolution of the variable   x between  0 and  2a , 
excepting a neighbourhood around possible critical points, in the 
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case of fixed pivot point of the leg, is assumed as below, where the 
constant speed 0 v  and initial condition 0 x  are selected in equa-
tion (3). 
 
0 0( )  x t v t x                             (3) 
 
One cycle for the robot leg evolution can start from the position of 
base point  BQ , traversing the superior ellipse arc up to the 
point  AQ , using the evolution law (3), and returns by the linear 
uniform displacement on the horizontal axle, in the point  BQ , 
excepting a selected neighbourhood around each posi-
tion * AQ ,
* BQ , where is defined a proper evolution.  
The mathematical model of the walking robot leg, near of the 
critical point * AP , which have abscise denoted * PAx , using phys-
ical model from the figure 1 and abscise * ( ,  2 / 3)PAx x a , 
where  x  is assumed decreasing convergent to abscise * PAx , is 
analyzed in equation (4). 
 
2 1/2 2 1/2
1
0
(2 )  ;  /  (2 )  ; 
                              ( )  2 / 3
P Qy h ax x y b a ax x b
x t v t a




The value of abscise  ( )x t , in our hypothesis, respect the condi-
tion * ( )PAx x t  that implies * 0 2 / 3PAx v t a    such 
that 0 *    2 / 3 PAv t a x  . The corresponding expression of 
 ( )Py t  is
2 1/ 2 ( ) (2  ( ) ( ( )) )Py t h a x t x t   . The value of 
time parameter, in assumption that  ( )x t  is decreasing convergent 
to abscise * PAx , for which is verified the equa-
tion  d( ( )) d 0Py t t  , using admissible value of parameter 0 v , 
is of interest for us because identifies critical position of knee 
joint  P , if it exists. 
We remark that the domain of parameters’ values 
1 0 0 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  P Qx y y h b v x t  
 
with fixed values of positive 
parameters 1 ,  ,  a b b , in this analyzed case, for which described 
evolution exists, is an interval for one free parameter. The domain 
of existence coincides, in these formulated cases, with the domain 
of stability, such that we can affirm that there is a separation be-
tween stable (existence) and unstable (inexistence) regions of the 
free parameters values of the robot leg model. We can intuitively 
conclude that the analysis is true and for robot leg with uniform 
distributed mass on the leg.   
The following judgment on kinematics and dynamic model of 
walking robot leg, describe its link. The dynamic model is as-
sumed that consists from two pipes of mass decreasing convergent 
to zero. The contribution of mass for leg dynamic model is negli-
gible in the case of mass sufficient close of zero. We can affirm 
that the kinematics model of leg is a particular case of dynamic 
model. Evolution of the leg dynamic model can be described using 
also our study on Bernoulli – Euler beam model. The problem that 
arises in kinematics walking robot model can be transferred as 
problem in dynamic walking robot model with similar solution. 
The problem of critical positions is an example. 
4.  Conclusion  
The property of separation in the free parameters domain on the 
dynamic systems that approach the phenomena on the environ-
ment permits us to characterize the environment mathematical 
model. This notion includes dynamic and kinematics models. The 
link between dynamic and kinematics walking robot model ap-
plied on walking robot leg model is not exhausted our analysis but 
a promising way of research is opened. 
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